We present a method to compute optical spectra and exciton binding energies of molecules and solids based on the solution of the Bethe-Salpeter equation (BSE) and the calculation of the screened Coulomb interaction in finite field. The method does not require the explicit evaluation of dielectric matrices nor of virtual electronic states, and can be easily applied without resorting to the random phase approximation. In addition, it utilizes localized orbitals obtained from Bloch states using bisection techniques, thus greatly reducing the complexity of the calculation and enabling the efficient use of hybrid functionals to obtain single particle wavefunctions. We report exciton binding energies of several molecules and absorption spectra of condensed systems of unprecedented size, including water and ice samples with hundreds of atoms.
The ability to simulate optical properties of materials from first principles is key to building predictive strategies for the design of new materials and molecules, as well as to interpreting increasingly complex experimental results 1-3 . The last three decades have witnessed a tremendous success of many-body perturbation theory (MBPT) 4, 5 in the description of the interaction of molecules and condensed matter with light. MBPT, a Green's function method, can be used to accurately compute various excitation properties, based on single particle energies and orbitals obtained, e.g. within density functional theory (DFT) 6, 7 . In particular, by solving the Dyson equation 8 within the GW approximation 9 and the BetheSalpeter equation (BSE) 4, 10 , one can accurately predict the energy of charged and neutral excitations 4 , excitonic and charge transfer states 11, 12 , and optical absorption spectra [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] .
However, the solution of the BSE is computationally demanding, more so, for example, than the use of time-dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT) with semi-local or hybrid exchange-correlation (xc) functionals [18] [19] [20] . Therefore, TD-DFT is still widely used to compute absorption spectra, albeit often yielding less accurate results than the BSE.
The unfavorable cost of conventional approaches [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] to solve the BSE is mainly due to the evaluation of explicit summations over virtual states and to the need of evaluating and inverting large dielectric matrices. In particular, the straightforward diagonalization of the two-body exciton Hamiltonian in the basis of electron-hole pairs requires a workload of order O(N 6 ), where N is the number of electrons in the system 15, 21 . A formulation of the BSE without empty states that sidesteps the diagonalization of the two-body exciton Hamiltonian, and does not require the inversion of dielectric matrices was recently proposed 12, 17, 27 , and shown to accurately yield absorption spectra over a wide range of frequencies using the 
, where E is the macroscopic electric field, and P = −
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Tr {rρ} the macroscopic polarization,r is the position operator, andρ the density matrix. 35 We obtain 
whereρ o is the unperturbed density matrix. The Liouville superoperator L acting on ∆ρ is defined as
whereĤ o is the unperturbed Hamiltonian, and ∆V H and ∆Σ are the first-order variation of the Hartree and the exchange-correlation (xc) self-energy induced by ∆ρ, respectively. The change in polarization induced by E, entering the definition of the absorption spectrum, can hence be expressed as 
, and the functions a j v are obtained from the solution of the following non-homogeneous linear systems 37 :
where the three terms on the RHS of Eq. 2 are:
and we have defined the screened integrals τ vv (r) = W (r, r )ϕ v (r )ϕ * v (r )dr , where W and v c are the screened and bare Coulomb interactions, respectively. Eq. 3 can be solved for multiple frequencies using the Lanczos algorithm 38 . The evaluation of the integrals τ vv represents the most expensive part of the calculation because it entails a computation of the dielectric matrix. Recently, Eq. 3-6 were solved using Kohn-Sham (KS) states as input, using DFT calculations with semi-local functionals, and a spectral representation of the dielectric matrix via its eigenvectors, called projective dielectric eigenpotentials (PDEP).
27,39,40
Here we introduce a new approach with two key features: (i) the screened integrals are directly computed from finite field calculations avoiding any explicit evaluation of the dielectric matrix; in addition, (ii) the total number of required integrals, in principle equal to N 2 occ , is reduced to a much smaller number that scales linearly with the system size, by using a compact, localized representation of single particle wavefunctions. The very same representation is adopted to increase the efficiency of hybrid-DFT calculations 34 , leading to a formulation of BSE which requires the very same workload when using local or hybrid-DFT starting points. We now illustrate steps (i) and (ii) in detail. 
where a central finite difference formula was used to compute the linear variation of the den- However, there are several advantages of the localization technique used here: (i) it is adaptive, i.e. the orbitals can be localized in domains of different shapes and sizes; (ii) it allows to systematically control the localization error with a single parameter, and (iii) it is consistently applied to reduce the number of screened integrals and, at the same time, to speed up hybrid-DFT calculations 47, 48 . Hence the workload of our calculations is of O(N 4 ) for the evaluation of τ vv and of O(N 3 ) for the evaluation of Eq. 6, irrespective of whether semilocal or hybrid functionals are used. This is an important achievement, especially for the study of optical properties of materials, e.g. complex oxides, for which semi-local functionals do not even represent a qualitatively correct starting point to solve the BSE. In addition, we note that the computational gain of the method presented here increases as the size of the system increases, that is the prefactor in our calculations is increasingly smaller, compared to that of density functional perturbation theory calculations, as the size of the system increases (see SI).
Verification and Validation.
To demonstrate the accuracy of the FF-BSE methodology, we first calculated the neutral singlet excitation energies for the Thiel's set 49, 50 , which consists of 28 small organic molecules. We compared our results with the best theoretical estimates as obtained from quantum chemistry calculations, i.e. coupled cluster and complete active space second-order perturbation theory using the aug-cc-pVTZ atomic basis set 49, 50 . This molecular set was recently used to benchmark GW-BSE 51-53 and TD-DFT calculations (with PBE0 53 and dielectric-dependent hybrid functionals 32 ). We evaluated the screened integrals in Eq. 7 with and without the RPA, and using either the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) Next, we show how the use of bisected orbitals can reduce the computational cost of BSE calculations of optical spectra of the C 60 fullerene in the gas phase. The computed electronic gap at the optimized PBE geometry and at the G 0 W 0 @PBE level of theory is 4.23 eV. This value is smaller than that obtained at the experimental geometry (4.55 eV)
at the same level of theory, consistent with Ref. 57 , and it is ∼ 0.7 eV lower than the experimental value, estimated as the energy difference between the measured ionization potential and the electronic affinity 58, 59 . To evaluate the exciton binding energy, E ex b , we computed the energy difference between the electronic gap and the lowest optically-allowed singlet excited state (the lowest neutral eigenstate has T 1 g symmetry). C 60 has 120 doubly occupied valence states, and in principle 14,400 integrals should be evaluated. As shown in Fig. 2 , the number of screened integrals entering Eq. 7 can be greatly reduced without hardly any loss for accuracy in the computed absorption spectrum.
Results. In the last part of this Letter, we report results for the optical absorption spectra of liquid water and ice. Even though the first measurement of these spectra dates back to 1974 [61] [62] [63] , experimental estimates of E ex b are yet uncertain due to uncertainties in the values of ice and water electronic gaps 60, 64 and to the presence of a low energy tail in the absorption spectra (∼ 1.0 eV) 61-63 hampering a precise determination of the onset energy. Thus far, only a few GW-BSE computations of the optical spectra of water and ice have been carried out; several theoretical studies used rather small unit cells ( 17 water molecules) and approximations for the static dielectric matrix [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] (e.g. homogeneous electron gas model). Here, we performed calculations for several samples of 64 water molecules of liquid water, extracted from MD trajectories 60 and for 96 water molecules of a protondisorder hexagonal ice model 70 , whose structure was optimized with the PBE0 functional at 0 K 70 . In Fig.3 , we compare our results with experiments 61, 62 . Due to the underestimation of the G 0 W 0 @PBE 64,71,72 electronic gaps of both systems, GW-BSE absorption spectra are red-shifted with respect to the experimental one. Hence we aligned the first peak of the computed GW-BSE spectrum with experiment, and we shifted the TD-DFT and GW-IPA (independent particle) spectra by the same energy. We found a remarkable agreement between GW-BSE and experiment both for the relative energy positions and intensities of the peaks over a wide range of energy. As expected, the TD-DFT and GW-IPA approximations predict significantly different spectra. We examined the influence of the DFT wavefunctions and eigenvalues chosen as starting point of the calculation, finding a good qualitative agreement between spectra for one water configurations computed at the DFT-PBE and dielectric hybrid [dielectric-dependent hybrid (DDH) 33 ] level of theory (see Fig. 5 of SI 37 ).
We also investigated the effect of different structural models on the computed spectra, by comparing results obtained using trajectories generated with the MB-pol potential 73 and path integral MD, with those computed for PBE trajectories, extracted from the PBE400 set 74 . Our results show a broadening of the averaged PIMD absorption spectrum, and a red-shift of ∼ 0.5 eV with respect to the averaged FPMD@PBE spectrum [see Fig. 7 of
The exciton binding energies of liquid water and ice were computed using 64 and 96 water molecules, and were evaluated as the energy differences between the onset (E ex b1 ) and the first main peak (E ex b2 ) of the absorption spectra (marked by black and red arrows respectively in Fig. 3 ). We obtained E Conclusions. We have presented a novel method to solve the BSE in finite field, which not only avoids the calculations of virtual electronic states, but avoids all together the calculation of dielectric matrices. In addition, our formulation uses linear combinations of Bloch orbitals that are localized in appropriate regions of real space, leading to substantial computational savings. There are several advantages of the method presented here: calculations beyond the RPA are straightforward and the complexity and scaling of solving the BSE is the same when using local or hybrid-DFT starting points. As a consequence, the method proposed here leads to an improvement in both accuracy and efficiency in the calculations of optical spectra of large molecular and condensed systems, and to the ability of coupling such computations with first principles molecular dynamics. 
